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I. Introduction). Tha diffuaa component of tha galactic high-energy (* 50 
MaV) gamma rays raauita aainly froa tha intaraction of CI nuclai (aoatly 
protona with anargiaa of a faw CaV) and altctrona (with anargiaa up to 
aavaral hundreds of HaV) with tha nuclei of tha interstellar gas (via tha 
decay of *'-mesons and breaestrabltmg). An additional contribution ia 
obtained froa the interaction of CI electrons (with energies >1 GeV) with 
the interstellar photon* (aainly in the optical and infrared range) 
through the inverse-Coapton (IC) process. Gemma-ray astronoay therefore 
offera an excellent aeana to study the distribution of Ct particles 
throughout the Galaxy, but it is essential to know the distribution of 
the target interstellar gas particles, the aajor constituents being 
atoaic (MI) and aolecular (Hj) hydrogen. Although large-scale aapping of 
the HI coaponent had been perforated using its characteristic 21-en line, 
the nuaerous previous gaaas ray studies of the galactic CI distribution, 
using gaaaa-ray observation* obtained by the SAf-2 and COf-1 satellites, 
suffered severely froa uncertainties in the galactic distribution of 
interstellar aolecular hydrogen. Large-scale aiiliaetre-wave surveys of 
the CO aolecule covering aore than half of the Milky Way, obtained with 
the Columbia 1.2a telescopes, are currently available and can be used to 
trace the H2; tha C0f-1 observations have sufficient resolution and 
sensitivity to constrain tha relation between the integrated CO line 
intensity W c 0 and tha aolecular-hydrogen coluan density H(Hj) (Lebrun 
at al., 1983; Bloeaen at el,, 1984a). 

The velocity information of the HI and CO observations is used as a 
distance indicator to ascertain the spatial distribution of the 
interstellar gas. Using this distance information, the galaeto-eentic 
distribution of the gamma-ray eaissivity (the production rat* per 1 atom) 
is determined for three gamma-ray energy ranges (70 MaV - 1W M*V, 150 
MaV - 300 MaV, end 300 KeV - 5 Get) fro* a correlation study of the 
f sans ray intensity asp* and the g«s-tracer aap* for s* lee ted galacto-
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centric distance intervals, taking iato account the expected IC contribu
tion and pointlike gamma-ray source* (dataila ar« given in Section 2 ) . On 
tha assumption that unresolved gamma-ray point sources do not contribute 
significantly tc tha observed gamma-ray emission, tha gamma-ray 
emiesivity is proportional to the CI density and, «ore specifically, the 
energy dependence can be used to study separately the distribution of Ct 
electrons and nuclei: whereas the emission for tha 300 MaV - 5 CeV range 
is dominated by »*-decay, the 70 Me? - 150 Me* range has a large electron 
bremsstrahlung contribution. For a complete description of tha nethod and 
the results the reader la referred to Bleenem et e l . (1M5). 

Blocmen at al . ( 1984b,c) applied such a method to the COS-B 
gsmms-ray observations and II 21-em line observations of tha second and 
third gsLaetie ewedraete alana (they aha—d that Hj «a* ha neglected in 
tha outer Galaxy within the uncertainties of the analysis), and found 
evidence that Che distribution of the Ct electron density decreases 
beyond the solar circle while the density of the CI nuclei is approxi
mately constant out to large (-20 kpc) gaiacto-centric distances. 

2. Method. Skyneps of II column densit ies, V(U)£, and integrated CO 
line intensi t ies , tico i» " • " constructed in four ( i • 1,2,3,4) 
galacto-centric diatancé rangea (2 kpc < B < • kpc, • kpc < B < 10 kpc, 10 
kpc < I <15 kpc, and t >15 kpc) and convolved with the energy-dependent 
COS-B peint-sprtad function. We selected these four distance intervals 
because the angular distributions of the gas in each interval show 
dist inct 1 differences, which are needed to ascertain the contribution of 
the gas in each interval to the observed gemn• ray intensit ies . 
Similarly, determining the conversion factor between WÇQ and W(H2> 
( i . e . the ratio X - M(H2)/W(x>) requires distinct differences between 
the •tructures in the HI and CO naps. Due to the limited sky area that i s 
covered by the CO observations, the following correlation analysis hss 
been restricted to the f irst and second galactic quadrants and the Carina 
region (270*< 1< 300*), and the latitude range -4.5'< b<6.5* . 

We investigated which combination of gamma-ray emissivit ies, qjj 
(j - 1,2,3 corresponds to the 70 HeV - 150 MtV, 150 MeV - 300 HeV, and 
300 MeV - 5 CeV ranges), best describes the observed gamma-ray 
distributions, Iy,j» **suming » relation of the form: 

4 
i T , j -< l !il.("<»i)i • «j.iicc,i> >• i ic j • ib,j. 

i»1 4w 
The term enclosed by braces represents the intensities that 

originate from CI collisions with atonie and molecular hydrogen, the tirw 
llC,j represents the modelled (small) IC contribution (Bloemen, 0C3.1-2), 
and I 9,j is the total isotropic gamme-ray background, including the 
(dominant) instruments! background. Tha par***ters Yj are equal to the 
rstio X, independent of energy, if CI particles are not excluded from, or 
concentrated in, molecular clouds. Pollock at al. (1915) have shown that 
some gemme-rey point sources art present in the first quadrant; these 
have been included in our model as described by Pollock tt al. 

We applied • likelihood analysis on 1**1* bint to determine tha 
values and foraal statistical uncertainties of the parameters q^j, ê§ 
well a* of Tj and I p # j . Starting from the fanerai model with these six 
parameters for each 'energy range, we teeted (using the likelihood-
ratio) whether various simpler models with fewer parameters (i.e. 
eoaetastc emiseivity distributions as a function of I, identical Yj values 
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Hour* 1: Galacto-omntric distribution 
of thm gttmma-ray meUtixrity for thrmm 
energy interval* j . Thm eromam*, 
together with *tati*tical io error 
bar», indicate thm fit valu*» for 
emleeted distance rang— i (indicated 
by thm vertical lin**) vithottt ttty 
constraint*. Thm circle* arm thm 
mmUeivity value* when thm value* of 
Tj arm foromÛ to bm identical. Thm 
fiill anrpmm repreemmt the emieeivity 
éimtributiom ojOt) in thm oamm of 
exponential dUtribteticn* for thm at 
electron* mi nuclei. The damhmd 
curomm indicate thm **-dbeay contribu
tion from thm Ot nuclei (f s i). 
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and/or identical eaissivity distribu
tions for aach energy range) give 
significantly WOTM f i ts to the data. 

3 . teavlts erne diecmeeloa. Figure 1 shows the resultant radial 
eaissivity distributions. Since neither the two eaissivity values outside 
the solar c irc le , nor the two values inside, can be determined entirely 
independently, these radial distributions have to be judged carefully. 
The likelihood-ratio hypjthaeis testings showed: (1) a geaaa-ray 
eaissivity gradient as a function of gelacto-centric radius i s required 
for the integral 70 MeV - 5 CeV range, (2) the ge**aa-rey aodel displays 
an energy dependence, (3) thia energy dependence caa be accounted for 
fully by an energy-dependant enissivity gradient (so energy-independent 
Yj values) that is strongest for low enargie», (4) i t can less satisfac
torily be ascribed to different eaieeivlty spectra of HI and H2 ( i . e . 
different Tj values). The ratio X » »(H2)/»co *** '<*"* to be 
(2.75 * 0.35)*10-Z* vol. ear* r.-l ka'l », end additional test» showed 
that X is constant throughout the Galaxy, within uncertainties. This X 
value is indépendant of excitation and abundance affects , which have 
plagued previous déterminations, i t should str iet ly be regarded, however, 
• • an upper l i a i t if a population of unresolved galactic geaae~ray 
sources distributed like CO exista. The resultant Hj **»$ 1» equal to the 
HI seas for 2 kpc < t <10 kpc, neatly 0.«xl0* H_. 

Assuming exponential distributions e*<*-*#> ( t , - 10 kpc) for the 
CR electron» (a) and nuclei (n), the total geaae-ray aaiasivity at 
galscto-centric radius t can be written as; 

qjCl) - . , « ( R ^ > . { q j ( V - « . q i r , j } * • , « ( M » ) « . q w * , j . 

where the paras*cars qw» j are the local r'-dtaay giaai ray ea i s s iv i -
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Figura 1; Radial O-dewity distribution» of th* form *S(9-*9) t ^ 
CX electron* (a) and nmlet (n). Th» hatched arma» vmomjpa»» O.iifSl.l 
and 1 o moerta&ntio» for 5* and 8mt that it -0»il < S*< -0.0$ kpo~l md 
-0.056 < Sn< +0.015 kpcT*. Wot* that vithin thmm arm» St amd SL art not 
independent: a êtrongar alaotron gradient implia» a êtrongar gradient for 
th» nuolH (*** tabla, preventing 3t and Ŝ  for différant f valu*»). 

ties (we estimated these values fro» the work of Stephens and Badhwar 
(1981), bated on Che demodulated proton spectrua near tb« earth) and f ia 
an energy-independent acaling factor, becauae th* demodulated proton flux 
•ay not be typical for the local interstellar medium. Considering a range 
of possible f values (O.t Sf S 1.2), we applied a likelihood analysis to 
deceneine the values of the local emissivity values qjtt^), and of 3 t and 
SQ. Note that we did not fit the emissivity distributions shown in 
Figure 1; our method allows for the dependencies mentioned above (for 
details see Bioemen et al., 1985). The resultant values of S t and 8 n are 
given>in Figure 2 and the corresponding emissivity distributions are 
included in Figure 1. The total local gamma-ray amis*ivities qj(R») were 
found to be independent of the f value chosen and are consistent with the 
improved local emissivities determined at medium latitudes (Strong ct 
ai., OC3.1-3); the implications for the local electron spectrum are 
discussed by Strong (OC3.1-7). The Ct electron gradient is required, but 
the results are consistent with a constant density of CI nuclei on a 
galactic scale. The quoted Ct gradients could be affected by a population 
of unresolved galactic gemma-ray sources. 

The gradient in tne distribution of the Ct electrons confirma their 
galactic origin. The exponential scale length of the Ct nuclei distribu
tion from the present analysis is at least 15 kpc; this ia much larger 
than for the type of object* generally considered ea candidates for Ct 
sources (e.g. supernovae and pulsars, both having a scalelength of i? kpe 
(Kodaira, 1974; Lyne et al,, 1H5)). The gradient of the Ct nuclei, if it 
exists, is so weak, that on the basis of gamma*ray observations, it can 
no longer exclusively be claimed that Ct nuclei (with energies of several 
GeV) are produced ia the Galaxy. If the latter ia the ease, and if they 
are produced by objects like pulsars and supernova remnants, then the Ct 
distribution does not seem to reflect the distribution of the Ct sources. 
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